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Career Match Exercise #2 
 

Part One – Trends in Career Matches 
 

1. After completing your assessments, visit your career matches by clicking on EXPLORE CAREER 
MATCHES from the assessment page, or by clicking CAREERS on the main navigation pane. 

 

The subject areas listed toward the top show where you have a high concentration of strong 
matches. Subject areas listed toward the bottom tend to be a weaker fit for you. Click into each 
subject to view the specific career paths in each area. Understanding which subject area you are 
drawn toward can be the first step to choosing a future career within that field. 
 

 
 

2. What four subject areas are at the top of your Career Matches by Subject list? Record them in 
the table on the next page.  
 

3. Click on VIEW CAREERS within your top subject to see your career matches in this area.  
 

4. Scroll through all of your matches for this subject area.  Write down 3 careers in this subject area 
that sound interesting to you and note your match strength to that career too in the table below. 

 

5. Repeat this for the other subject areas you have identified in the table below. 
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Subject Area Careers that Interest Me Match Strength 
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Part Two – Explore All Careers 

1. Visit your Career Matches and change your view by selecting  the
VIEW OPTIONS dropdown menu and choosing ALL CAREERS.
Remove any search terms or filters you may have previously
applied.

2. Apply Very Strong and Strong match strength filters from the left
side bar to narrow your results.

3. As you review your matches, read the description of careers you are
unfamiliar with.  If the brief description is interesting or unclear, click
the tile to learn more detailed information.

4. Below, list three careers from your very strong or strong matches
that you have not considered before but sound interesting to you.
Include the subject area as well.

5. After clicking into each career, learning more about the
requirements and description, write down your reactions in table
below. What about this career is interesting to you? Is this a career
you would like to keep learning about?

REMEMBER! Your very strong and strong matches will cover a variety of fields. If you have a wide
variety of interests and passions, you can still pursue them outside of your career/major choice.

Career Subject Area Thoughts/Reactions 
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